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The goal of Quick Quidditch is to get the snitch and/or the quaffle
through the hoops before the other team does within 5 minutes.

● 1 to 2 people per team, 2 teams vs each other. Each team must pick a
house they’re playing for that their points go to if they win.

● If there is only 1 player on a team, they must be a seeker (use the snitch /
heliball), if 2 players on a team 1 must be a seeker and 1 must be a chaser
(use a quaffle / moon ball).

● All players must keep brooms between their legs at all times with 1 hand on
the handle.

● Both teams start from separate ‘start lines’ that will be notated with painters
tape.

● Both teams MUST avoid touching/colliding with each other. If one team
touches another team member then they must go back to the start line.

● The seeker must not let the snitch fall to the ground, if it does they have to
go back to the start line.

● The chaser must dribble the quaffle like a basketball and ‘volley’ it up into
one of the rings when they get close.

● If the seeker gets their team’s snitch through a hoop first, that team
automatically wins the game (and thus house points). If the chaser
successfully gets the quaffle through the hoop, that doubles the amount of
house points they win.

● 5 minutes is the max time allowed for each match. Teams only win house
points in this case if the chaser has made the quaffle through a hoop.
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● 10 Points - Snitch AND Quaffle make it through the hoop

● 5 Points - Snitch makes it through the hoop
● 2 Points - Only Quaffle makes it through the hoop


